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What is BOUGIE?
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Since the start of the pandemic, we are increasingly inviting friends and family over for a
cosy socially distanced chat in the garden. In this strange period, we want to bring
warmth and cosiness to people's gardens or terraces. And so BOUGIE came to life.
BOUGIE wants to raise outdoor candles to a higher level, by offering a designful outdoor
candle with a steel lid. 
 
Cosiness, warmth, practicality, design, ... are all elements with which we want to be
associated with. In addition, we also strive to provide the best quality to our customers.
We pay a lot of attention to the quality of our pots and use ecological candle wax and
wicks to provide a nice big flame.

Soy wax 

Unlike the competition, which uses paraffine, BOUGIE uses the ecological competitor
called soy wax. Soy wax is made out of soybeans, which makes it 100% biodegradable,
and does not include any chemicals. Furthermore, it doubles the burning time of a
BOUGIE. Another positive property of the soy wax is that it barely has sooting, which
decreases the amount of smoke and prevents it from releasing an unpleasant smell. 

Steel lid
BOUGIE attaches great importance to the user-friendliness of their BOUGIES. That is why
all the BOUGIE's are delivered with a black steel lid. Because of this, the customer can
cover and protect his outdoor candle after a nice evening outside. There is no need to
clean up the BOUGIE's after using them, the customer can just pop on the lid and the
BOUGIE will be protected against dirt and the weather conditions. The lid keeps the
BOUGIE dry and clean, which prolongs the lifespan of the BOUGIE and elevates its ease
of use.

Reusable 

BOUGIE's pots are chosen with the customer in mind. When a BOUGIE is completely burnt,
the pot can be reused as a flowerpot, wine-cooler, design piece... or anything you can
imagine. Additionally, BOUGIE also offers a DIY refill package so the customer can re-
enjoy his BOUGIE. The package includes new wicks, fuse bases and stickers and of course,
the right amount of soy wax to refill your BOUGIE.

Designation 

We've named our BOUGIE's after several stars because stars brighten up our nights just as
our BOUGIE's will lighten up your cosy outdoor events.

https://context.reverso.net/translation/english-dutch/user-friendliness
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Castor

The Castor is a rough outdoor candle that fits in every garden. It
is available in two colours and always comes with a black steel
lid. The Castor is available in three different sizes which can be
bought separately or in a pack of three.  

Colours
Dimensions
Total Weight
Number of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price

Castor S

Castor M

H 14,5cm & D 15cm
2,2KG
1KG Soy wax
1 Outdoor wick 
35 burning hours
54,99 euro incl. VAT

H 17,5cm & D 18cm
3,4KG
2,2KG Soy wax 
1 Outdoor wick 
60+ burning hours
74,99 euro incl. VAT

Colours
Dimensions
Weight
Number of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price
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Castor L 

Trio Castor 

H 24cm & D 25cm
10,4KG
6,5KG Sojawas
3 Outdoor wicks 
90+ burning hours 
159,99 euro incl. VAT

Colours 
Retail price 259,99 euro incl. VAT 

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Number of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price
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Sirius

The Sirius is the first gold outdoor candle in our collection. It is
only available in gold and comes with our typical black steel lid.
The Sirius is available in three different sizes, which can be
bought separately or in a pack of three.  

Sirius S

Sirius M

H 12,6cm & D 11,4cm
1,3KG
0,5KG Soy wax 
1 Outdoor wick 
20 burning hours
34,99 euro incl. VAT 

H 15cm & D 16,5cm
3,1KG
1,8KG Soy wax
1 Outdoor wick 
50 Burning hours 
64,99 euro incl. VAT

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Amount of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Amount of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price
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Sirius L

Trio Sirius

H 20cm & D 23,5cm
6,5KG
3,8KG Soy wax 
3 Outdoor wicks 
70+ burning hours
124,99 euro incl. VAT 

Colours 
Retail price 204,99 euro incl. VAT 

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Amount of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price
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Rana

The Rana is a sleek outdoor candle that fits in every garden. It's
the ideal candle to place on a table and it is available in two
colours. Our Rana is one size only and is accompanied by a
black steel lid.

Rana L

H 11cm & Dia 29cm
6,5KG
3,5KG Soy wax
3 Outdoor wicks 
60 burning hours
99,99 euro incl. VAT

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Amount of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price

H 11cm & Dia 29cm
6,5KG
3,5KG Soy wax 
3 Outdoor wicks 
60 burning hours 
99,99 euro incl. VAT

Colours
Dimensions
Total weight
Amount of wax
Wicks
Burning hours
Retail price



Contact

If you have further questions, do not hesitate to contact us.

Website

E-mail

Telephone

Social Media @bougiebelgium

LinkedIn

Facebook

Instagram

https://bougiebelgium.be

bougiebelgium@gmail.com

+32 478 66 41 53


